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Free knowledge base template wordpress

Wordpress knowledge base template free.
Docly Docly is a premium documentation and a theme of the knowledge base for WordPress. It is also supplied with five widgeized areas and 10 personalized widgets that can be positioned wherever you want to make your site unique. Knowhow offers an optimized reactive design for SEO, an intuitive Ajax Live-friendly research option and FAQ page
of great appearance. You can easily customize the theme to combine your company's brand and the theme is fully reactive. Knowledesk Knowledesk has everything you want in a WordPress theme. That's why it's one of the best WordPress Intranet themes. Helpguru, as the name suggests, Helpguru is specifically created to help you create a basic
know -how that is information and can improve the experience of your customers. This metric helps to fill the gaps of knowledge and reduces the number of times in which users will reach your support channel. Functionality of the community network is also provided, a personalized access page, forum options, plug -in premium bundle, chat and
functionality of messaging, a file manager, calendar, extension of the directory and more. Flatbase is specifically designed to create knowledge sites and wiki that can help to satisfy potential existing customers. It is also provided with live research options Ajax, FAQ layout fully customizable with a style of accordion or list, over 700 characters of
Google, box layout in box and complete level, personalized widgets and more. Knowall provides an attractive professional design with an intuitive layout which makes it easy for users to find information. Lore Lore is an exceptional Wiki Wiki and Knowledge Base Base that is provided with a powerful live research function that suggests content while
you start writing in the bar Hand coded, with careful use of header tags and primary content organized above secondary content, it is also coded to be easy. Wikilogy Wikilogy offers a single unique And intuitive interface for the creation of a wiki, blog or encyclopedia site. Wiki and Knowledge Base WordPress themes can help you create an engaging
and informative WordPress website in no time. It also offers unique functionalities for the creation and management of a support forum. This theme is provided with an administration panel of the super powerful theme in which you can easily customize everything on your site, from the icons of the section to the combination of colors. This theme
offers a professional -looking design, a live research function, a demo importer with a click and layout options. Thanks to the live personalizer, the settings of the individual pages and to the support for Element, you can easily customize know -how to adapt to your only identity of the brand. 5. You can change the color and typography, add a
background and more image. The selection of any of the themes above helps you make your site work in no time. Note of the publisher: this post was originally published in October 2019 and was updated for completeness. It is provided with a powerful themed options panel so that you can customize each section of your site. It looks good, it's fast
and it's easy to use. This theme has also been recently updated with the BP Better Plug Messages so that users can share files on messaging in real time, use emojis, activate audio notifications and more. In fact, these types of competent sites can help you reduce the time you spend by providing customer support and onboarding of new employees.
13. Supports more post formats, including images of images and videos, and has six personalized widgets. You can change the combination of colors, load a personalized logo and more in a few clicks. If you can create a detailed site e In which users can find answers to the commonly asked questions, you can save time and labor as your company
grows. You can also classify your content in different ways - included in alphabetical order - to improve navigation on your site. 11. Each user can share sharing Reports and any other file that uses a powerful plug -in BuddyDrive. Flatbase if you want to create a self-service support site for your product, Flatbase is an excellent option. The basis of
knowledge The knowledge basis is a simple but powerful WordPress theme created for the basis of knowledge and wiki sites. Based on the Bootstrap framework, the knowledge base is fully reactive so that your site has a nice appearance on any device. With this theme, anyone who can customize their site to make it proper. It is also provided with
customized color schemes, demo content and children's theme for easier and more secure customization. 10. This theme also supports the BBPress forum so that you can easily add a forum section. This theme is provided with over 20 extensions that you can use according to your needs and allows you to deactivate the rest of the extensions. It has a
research functionality based on Ajax, a reactive grid system, animated and reactive cards, categories and cards to organize your contents and engaging site visitors. This theme is provided with a beautiful dashboard in which it is possible to easily show the details of the project, published events, notifications, calendars, corporate graphs, posts and
news. Knowhow Knowhow is a minimalist WordPress theme for information rich in content. The first thing you will notice on this theme is its clean appearance. It is also possible to use the integrated Visual Composer plug-in to customize these demo. Knowdadesk is also powered by the BWL Knowledge Base Manager, which means this theme is full of
functionality. It is also provided with different models, including those for a completely large blog post, a post with a comments and a gallery of images. The creation of a wiki or a WordPress knowledge base can help you Practically any type of website, including a wiki or knowledge base to help your employees or customers find answers to common
questions. Built on the Bootstrap framework, it is a completely reactive and incredibly fast loading according to GTMETRIX GTMETRIX Pingdom speed test. Knowall Knowall is one of the themes of the most popular premium knowledge base available for WordPress. It has a range of strength codes that can be used during the creation of content to
add functionalities such as buttons, notices and accordions. 7. Powerful and dragging user dashboard management options is also provided so that it can easily control the appearance of the dashboard. In addition to having a completely reactive and ready -made design, Flatbase offers a powerful themed options panels to help you customize each
section of the theme. It is also possible to allow users to mark a support thread as assigned, resolved, pending or unresolved. 4. Alliance as the name of the theme suggests, the alliance allows more than a user to work simultaneously on the projects. In addition, it allows administrators to manage everything that is happening in a portal. Sentric if you
are looking for a modern and high quality support forum and basic WordPress theme of knowledge, felt is an excellent option. To design your knowledge base or wiki, you can use the theme personalizer with a preview option in real time. Knowx Knowxã ¢ It is a theme of the free knowledge base for WordPress which is perfect for the creation of a
basic support site. Woffice Woffice is a modern multipurpose WordPress theme designed for sites that have a lot of use of users, including knowledge bases, wiki and intranet. Knowledgenter Knowledgenter is a free WordPress theme designed to simplify the creation of a knowledge base, the Help Desk, the support site or the wiki. Thanks to its
minimalist design, reactive and mobile devices, the knowledge center is light and rapidly loaded the site had a nice appearance and charger optimally on any It comes with a navigation bar with a drop -down menu, a search bar and an integrated contact form. It is also supplied with a numerical personalized icon layout, rounded square, font
awareness, classic, canned style and accordion so that you can choose what you can It adapts to your brand. Helpguru offers an attractive and professional -looking design that makes it easy for users to find the information you are looking for. 3. It is optimized for the native, Gutenberg and compatible with element editor Block so that you can
customize your site from top to bottom without coding. 6. Business and online service providers use Wiki or FAQ sites to inform their users - both internal and external - about their company, products and services in detail. This Premium theme offers excellent design with a section of blogs and forums and a powerful research tool. Using these
widgets, you can add tweets, flickr images, a view of articles in the foreground and more. You can choose between over six prefabricated homepage models and 15 internal pages to accelerate the design process. Flatbase also supports BBpress so you can add a section of the forum to your site. With Knowall, you also get analysis tools that help you
improve the quality of your articles and better understand what content to help users. 1. In addition to being coded with HTML5 and CSS3, this theme is friendly and completely reactive, so your site seems fantastic on all devices. You can also use the built -in color collector to design your site with your color combination. In addition to seven demo of
the homepage, it is available in bundle with the WPBAKERY pages manufacturer so that you can build your website more quickly and easier - without coding. This theme offers a special toolbar to simplify the creation of your pages and add unique elements as unique elements as unique elements as unique elements as unique elements of sharing and
social print buttons. It is also possible to create tables with unlimited fields and indices to help to navigate in the long -lasting content. Wikilogy offers a powerful live search option that helps users looking for articles they are looking for. You can also add a knowledge base, a FAQ section and a blog thanks to the flexibility of this theme. Tradition
offers a complete themed panel to easily manage each component of the theme. This theme is also also For the sites of the community and is considered one of the best Buddypress themes on the market. You can use this theme for the management of projects because it offers you more options to list your projects. The Woffice theme is provided with
the demo and functionality design options with a click to make sure that your site is ready and ready in no time. This WordPress theme based on bootstrap is reactive, ready for the retina and full of functionalities. For example, you can allow users to vote if an article has been useful or not. WordPress base knowledge base theme know-how knows-as
well as vwthemes theme of vwthemes is ideal for creating a self-service knowledge base that contains articles and questions frequently on your products and services. In this post, we have collected some of the best Wirpress Wiki and know -how bases supplied with customized design and functionality to create a type of Wiki or FAQ site. It supports
more post formats and has a powerful search function to make it easy for users to find the content they are looking for. It is perfect for the creation quickly of a base of knowledge for your company - but it does not sacrifice powerful functionalities such as live research, analysis and feedback for facilitates use. It is originally published on May 25, 2021
7:00:00, updated on December 14, 2021 This theme provides more widgets for the creation of page and categories listing pages. It is also full of functionalities necessary to create a wiki and an engaging and information knowledge basis. 9. 14. 8. 16. The WordPress theme of Knowledge Base is also provided with a personalizer of themes to make sure
you can align your Knowledge Base website with your brand. In addition to being responsive, this theme is optimized and ready for translation. It also offers personalized widgets for the addition of elements such as an address, social icons, Flickr and a visualization of recent posts and more. 2. A particularly useful metric is the list of "Failad"
searches, which keeps track of the terms that users are looking for, but cannot find a one for. 12. This theme is also compatible with BBpressã ¢ so you can easily add a section of the forum to your support site. It has many content demo, which distinguish it from other themes of the knowledge base in this list. It is one of the premium themes more
used and highly evaluated in this niche. Cié means that you can classify yourself well in search engines and provide content for users around the world. 15. Techdesk Techdesk is a complete WordPress theme for the creation of a support site full of functionalities for your products or services. It is also compatible with BBPress so you can easily add
and manage forums on your site. It is provided with multiple homepage demo, a demo importer with a click, the loading animation, the switch in Dark and Light modalities, a switch of character size, filter of the forum topics and ready for printing button, among others functionality . features.
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